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Abstract. A cognitively plausible measure of semantic similarity be-
tween geographic concepts is valuable across several areas, including
geographic information retrieval, data mining, and ontology alignment.
Semantic similarity measures are not intrinsically right or wrong, but
obtain a certain degree of cognitive plausibility in the context of a given
application. A similarity measure can therefore be seen as a domain ex-
pert summoned to judge the similarity of a pair of concepts according
to her subjective set of beliefs, perceptions, hypotheses, and epistemic
biases. Following this analogy, we first define the similarity jury as a
panel of experts having to reach a decision on the semantic similarity
of a set of geographic concepts. Second, we have conducted an evalu-
ation of 8 WordNet-based semantic similarity measures on a subset of
OpenStreetMap geographic concepts. This empirical evidence indicates
that a jury tends to perform better than individual experts, but the best
expert often outperforms the jury. In some cases, the jury obtains higher
cognitive plausibility than its best expert.

Keywords: Lexical similarity; Semantic similarity; Geo-semantics; Ex-
pert judgement; WordNet

1 Introduction

Since 2005, the landscape of geo-information has been experiencing rapid and
dramatic changes. The concurrent explosion of Web 2.0 and web mapping has re-
sulted in a complex nexus of phenomena, including geo-crowdsourcing, location-
based services, and collaborative mapping. Traditional expert-generated geo-
graphic information has witnessed the advent of produsers, i.e. users engaged in
production as well as consumption of spatial data. This resurgence of interest for
maps among non-experts online users has been defined Volunteered Geographic
Information (VGI) [11]. OpenStreetMap (OSM), a user-generated world map, is
a particularly representative instance of these trends.3

3 http://www.openstreetmap.org (acc. August 4, 2012)
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As diverse communities generate increasingly large geo-datasets, semantics
play an essential role to ground the meaning of the spatial objects being defined.
In his vision of a Semantic Geospatial Web, Egenhofer stressed that semantic
geo-technologies would enable higher interoperability, integration, and effective
information retrieval [7]. When dealing with multiple sources of data, common
tasks are those of information integration, and ontology alignment. For example,
it might be necessary to retrieve the objects representing mountains from two
datasets, one labelling them mountain, and the other one peak. If not supervised
by a human, this semantic mapping is very challenging, because of the intrinsic
ambiguity and fuzziness of geographic terms.

To identify automatically similar concepts in different datasets or within the
same dataset, measures of semantic similarity are needed. Research in semantic
similarity has produced a wide variety of approaches, classifiable as knowledge-
based (structural similarity is computed in expert-authored ontologies), corpus-
based (similarity is extracted from statistical patterns in large text corpora), or
hybrid (combining knowledge and corpus-based approaches) [20, 23]. In the area
of Geographic Information Science (GIScience), similarity techniques have been
tailored on specific formalisms [25, 24, 12].

Typically, geographic concepts in geospatial datasets are described by a short
lexical definition. For example, on the OSM Wiki website, the concept of a wet-
land is described as an ‘area subject to inundation by water, or where water-
logged ground may be present.’4 These definitions are used by data consumers
to interpret the meaning of a feature, and by contributors to create appropriate
meta-data for new features. As the OSM semantic model does not specify fine-
grained ontological aspects of the concepts, a suitable approach to compute the
semantic similarity of two concepts relies exclusively on their lexical definition.
Lexical semantic similarity is an active research area in natural language process-
ing, and several approaches have been proposed [20, 19]. The lexical database
WordNet has turned out to be a key resource to develop knowledge-based mea-
sures [8].

In general, a judgement on lexical semantic similarity is not simply right
or wrong, but rather shows a certain cognitive plausibility, i.e. a correlation
with general human behaviour. For this reason, selecting the most appropriate
measure for our domain is not trivial, and represents in itself a challenging task.
A semantic similarity measure bears resemblance with a human expert being
summoned to give her opinion on a complex semantic problem. When facing
critical choices in domains such as medicine and economic policy, experts often
disagree [17].

Instead of identifying the supposedly ‘best’ expert in a domain, a possibility
is to rely on a jury of experts, extracting a representative average from their di-
verging opinions [3]. In this study we apply this strategy to the problem of lexical
similarity for the domain of OSM geographic concepts, restricting the scope to a
set of general-purpose WordNet-based measures. Rather than developing a new

4 http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Wetland (acc. August 4, 2012)
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measure for geo-semantic similarity, we aim at exploring the idea of combining
existing ones into a similarity jury.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews rele-
vant related work in the areas of lexical semantic similarity, and WordNet-based
similarity measures. The similarity jury is outlined in Section 3, while Section 4
presents and discuss an empirical evaluation. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions
about the jury, and indicates directions for future work.

2 Related work

The ability to assess similarity between concepts is considered a central char-
acteristic of human beings [25]. Hence, it should not come as a surprise that
semantic similarity is widely discussed in areas as diverse as philosophy, psy-
chology, artificial intelligence, linguistics, and cognitive science.

Geographic information science is no exception, and over the past 10 years
a scientific literature on similarity for geospatial concepts has been generated
[13]. Schwering surveyed and classified semantic similarity techniques for geo-
graphic concepts, including network-based, set-theoretical, and geometric ap-
proaches [25]. Notably, Rodŕıguez and Egenhofer have developed the Matching-
Distance Similarity Measure (MDSM) by extending Tversky’s set-theoretical
similarity for geographic concepts [24]. In the area of Semantic Web, SIM-DL is
a semantic similarity measure for spatial concepts expressed in description logic
(DL) [12].

WordNet is a well-known resource for natural language processing [8]. The
usage of WordNet in the context of semantic similarity has fostered the develop-
ment of numerous knowledge-based approaches, exploiting its deep taxonomic
structure for nouns and verbs [15, 23, 16, 26, 1]. Table 1 summarises popular
WordNet-based measures [2]. Some measures rely on shortest path between con-
cepts, some include the information content of concepts, and others rely on the
WordNet glosses, i.e. definition of concepts.

Whilst geospatial measures such as MDSM and SIM-DL can compute context-
sensitive similarity in specific ontological formalisms, they cannot be applied di-
rectly to the OSM semantic model, in which geo-concepts are loosely described
by natural language definitions. By contrast, general-purpose WordNet-based
measures are easily applicable to the OSM concept lexical definitions. Spatial-
geometric properties of the features – area, shape, topological relations, etc –
have a role at the instance level, but are beyond the scope of this study, which
focuses on abstract geographic classes. To the best of our knowledge, WordNet-
based measures have not been applied to the geographic domain and, given their
high cognitive plausibility in other domains, are worth exploring.

In this paper, we identify an analogy between computable semantic similarity
measures and the combination of expert judgements, a problem relevant to sev-
eral areas. Indeed, expert disagreement is not an exceptional state of affairs, but
rather the norm in human activities characterised by uncertainty, complexity,
and trade-offs between multiple criteria [17]. As Mumpower and Stewart put it,
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Name Authors Description SPath Gloss InfoC

path Rada et al. [21] Edge count in the
semantic network

√

lch Leacock and
Chodorow [15]

Edge count scaled by
depth

√

res Resnik [23] Information content of
lcs

√ √

jcn Jiang and
Conrath [14]

Information content of
lcs and terms

√ √

lin Lin [16] Ratio of information
content of lcs and terms

√ √

wup Wu and Palmer
[26]

Edge count between lcs
and terms

√

lesk Banerjee and
Pedersen [1]

Extended gloss overlap
√

vector Patwardhan and
Pedersen [19]

Second order
co-occurrence vectors

√

Table 1. WordNet-based similarity measures. SPath: shortest path; Gloss: lexical def-
initions (glosses); InfoC : information content; lcs: least common subsumer.

the “character and fallibilities of the human judgement process itself lead to per-
sistent disagreements even among competent, honest, and disinterested experts”
[18, p. 191].

Because of the high uncertainty in complex systems, experts often disagree on
risk assessment, infrastructure management, and policy analysis [17, 5]. Math-
ematical and behavioural models have been devised to elicit judgements from
experts for risk analysis, suggesting that simple mathematical methods perform
quite well [4]. From a psychological perspective, in cases of high uncertainty
and risk (e.g. choosing medical treatments, long term investments, etc), decision
makers consult multiple experts, and try to obtain a representative average of
divergent expert judgements [3].

To date, we are not aware of studies that address the possibility of combining
lexical similarity measures in the context of geographic concepts. This corpus of
diverse research areas informs our approach to addressing the problem.

3 The similarity jury

A computable measure of semantic similarity can be seen as a human domain
expert summoned to rank pairs of concepts, according to her subjective set of
beliefs, perceptions, hypotheses, and epistemic biases. When the performance of
an expert can be compared against a gold standard, it is a reasonable policy to
trust the expert showing the best performance. Unfortunately, such gold stan-
dards are difficult to construct and validate, and the choice of most appropriate
expert remains highly problematic in many contexts.
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To overcome this issue, we propose the analogy of the similarity jury, seen as
a panel of experts having to reach a decision about a complex case, i.e. ranking
the semantic similarity of a set of concepts. In this jury, experts are not human
beings, but computable measures of similarity. Formally, the similarity function
sim quantifies the semantic similarity of a pair of geographic concepts ca and cb
(sim(ca, cb) ∈ [0, 1]). Set P contains all concept pairs whose similarity needs to
be assessed, while set S contains all the existing semantic similarity measures.

Function sim enables the ranking of a set P of concept pairs, from the most
similar (e.g. mountain and peak) to the least similar (mountain and wetland).
These rankings ranksim(P ) are used to assess the cognitive plausibility of sim
against the human-generated ranks rankhum(P ). The cognitive plausibility of
sim is therefore the Spearman’s correlation ρ ∈ [−1, 1] between rankhum(P )
and ranksim(P ). If ρ is close to 1 or -1, sim is highly plausible, while if ρ is close
to 0, sim shows no correlation with human behaviour.

A similarity jury J is defined as a set of lexical similarity measures J =
{sim1, sim2 . . . simn}, where all sim ∈ S. For example, considering the 8
measures in Table 1, jury a has 2 members (Ja = {jcn, lesk}), while jury b has
3 members (Jb = {jcn, res, wup}).

Several techniques have been discussed to aggregate rankings, using either
unsupervised or supervised methods [4]. However, Clemen and Winkler stated
that simple mathematical methods, such as the average, tend to perform quite
well to combine expert judgements in risk assessment [4]. Thus for this initial
exploration, we define the rankings of jury J as the mean of the rankings com-
puted by each of its individual measures sim ∈ J . For example, if three measures
rank five concept pairs as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 1, 4, 3, 5} and {1, 2, 5, 3, 4}, the means
are {1.3, 1.7, 4, 3.3, 4.7}, resulting in the new ranking {1, 2, 4, 3, 5}.

Furthermore, we define ρsim as the correlation of an individual measure sim
(i.e. a jury of size 1), and ρJ the correlation of the judgement obtained from a jury
J . If ∀sim ∈ J : ρJ > ρsim, the jury has succeeded in giving a more cognitively
plausible similarity judgement. On the other hand, when ∃sim ∈ J : ρJ < ρsim,
the jury has failed, being less plausible than its constituent measure sim. A jury J
enjoys a partial success against sim if ρJ > ρsim, where sim ∈ J . Similarly, a jury
obtains a total success if it outperforms all of its members, ∀sim ∈ J : ρJ > ρsim.

4 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the similarity jury, by comparing 154 juries with 8
individual measures, through an experiment on lexical similarity on OSM con-
cepts.

Experiment setup. In order to study the similarity jury, we selected an ex-
isting dataset of human-generated similarity rankings on 54 pairs of geographic
concepts, collected by Rodŕıguez and Egenhofer from 72 human subjects [24].
This dataset represents a high-quality sample of human judgements on geospatial
similarity, covering large natural entities (e.g. mountain, forest) and man-made
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Jury containing sim (%)
|J | jcn lch lesk lin path res vector wup mean

Partial
success
ρJ > ρsim

2 69.3 62.9 84.6 55.0 60.4 79.6 55.0 66.4 66.6
3 80.1 68.5 84.4 60.5 58.8 86.5 61.8 72.6 71.6
4 84.4 73.1 83.7 60.4 61.9 87.2 65.6 73.9 73.8

all 81.3 70.4 84.0 59.8 60.7 86.2 63.2 72.7 72.3

Total success
∀sim ∈ J :
ρJ > ρsim

2 46.1 42.5 35.7 43.9 42.1 34.6 35.0 42.1 40.2
3 43.9 37.3 34.9 40.4 31.0 32.0 33.1 36.4 36.1
4 39.7 32.7 33.9 35.0 28.6 29.5 30.9 33.1 32.9

all 41.8 35.3 34.4 37.8 30.9 30.9 32.1 35.2 34.8

Plausibility ρ .72 .68 .45 .56 .66 .69 .56 .64 .62

Table 2. Results of the evaluation of the lexical similarity on 154 juries. For example,
juries of cardinality 2 containing jcn obtain a partial success in the 69.3% of the cases.

features (e.g. bridge, house). The concepts of the human-generated dataset were
manually mapped onto the corresponding concepts in the OSM, based on their
lexical definitions.

To explore the performance of a similarity jury versus individual measures,
we have selected a set of 8 sim term-to-term WordNet-based measures, S =
{jcn, lch, lesk, lin, path, res, vector, wup} (see Table 1). The open source project
WordNet::Similarity5 implements all of these measures, and was used to compute
the similarity scores [20]. As the focus in this study is on the comparison of
short segments of text, rather than individual words, the word similarity scores
are combined using the technique developed by Corley and Mihalcea [6]. Since
the OSM Wiki website holds about 1,900 concept definitions, the complete,
symmetric similarity matrix for OSM concepts would contain about 1.8 million
rankings.

In the context of risk assessment, large panels with more than 5 experts do
not seem to outperform smaller ones [9]. Therefore, we consider the range of
jury sizes |J | ∈ [2, 4] to be appropriate for this study. All the subsets of S of
cardinality two, three, and four were computed, resulting respectively in 28, 56,
and 70 juries, for a total of 154 juries. The experiment was carried out through
the following steps:

1. Compute ranksim(P ) for the 8 measures on the OSM definitions.
2. Combine the individual measures into 154 jury rankJ(P ) by averaging the
ranksim(P ) of their members.

3. Compute cognitive plausibility against human-generated rankings for the 8
individual measures (ρsim) and the 154 juries (ρJ).

4. Compute partial and total success ratio for juries containing a given sim.

Experiment results. Table 2 summarises the results of this experiment, show-
ing the success and total success ratio of the juries containing a given sim, and

5 http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net (acc. August 4, 2012)
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path res vector lesk 	  wup lch lin jcn MEAN
card	  =	  4 61.9 87.2 65.6 83.7 73.9 73.1 60.4 84.4 73.775
card	  =	  3 58.8 86.5 61.8 84.4 72.6 68.5 60.5 80.1 71.65
card	  =	  2 60.4 79.6 55 84.6 66.4 62.9 55 69.3 66.65
all 60.7 86.2 63.2 84 72.7 70.4 59.8 81.3 72.2875

card	  =	  4 28.6 29.5 30.9 33.9 33.1 32.7 35 39.7 32.925
card	  =	  3 31 32 33.1 34.9 36.4 37.3 40.4 43.9 36.125
card	  =	  2 42.1 34.6 35 35.7 42.1 42.5 43.9 46.1 40.25
all 30.9 30.9 32.1 34.4 35.2 35.3 37.8 41.8 34.8

RHO 0.674 0.632 0.723 0.451 0.682 0.66 0.703 0.726

-‐0.531249681
0.246308678

50	   60	   70	   80	   90	  

path	  

res	  

vector	  

lesk	  

	  wup	  

lch	  

lin	  

jcn	  

MEAN	  

(a)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Jury	  Par*al	  Success	  Rate	  (%)	  

Le
xi
ca
l	  s
im

ila
rit
y	  
m
ea
su
re
	  

25	   30	   35	   40	   45	  
(b)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Jury	  Total	  Success	  Rate	  (%)	  

all	  

card	  =	  2	  

card	  =	  3	  

card	  =	  4	  

Fig. 1. Results of the lexical jury experiment: (a) partial success of the jury versus
an individual measure; (b) total success of the jury versus all its member measures.
MEAN : mean of success rates; card : cardinality of jury J .

the total success for each measure. The table shows the cognitive plausibility ρ
for each measure sim, computed against the human rankings. It is possible to
note that measures jcn, res, and lch have the highest cognitive plausibility. The
jury results are grouped by jury cardinality (2, 3, and 4), and overall results
(all). The results of the experiment are also displayed in Figure 1, which shows
the success ratio of the juries grouped by their cardinality. For example, 80.1%
of all juries of cardinality 3 containing the measure jcn are better than jcn in
isolation. These results show a clear pattern: most juries enjoy a partial success
over a given sim (> 59.8%), while a minority of the juries obtain total success on
all of their members (< 41.8%). It is interesting to note that, in the experimental
results, the plausibility of a jury is never inferior to that of all of its members,
∃sim ∈ J : ρJ < ρsim.

The jury size has a clear impact on the success rate. Small juries of cardinality
2 tend to have a lower partial success (mean = 66.6%), than those with 3 and
4 members (respectively 71.6% and 73.8%). Therefore larger juries have higher
chances to obtain partial success over an individual measure. On the other hand,
an opposite trend can be observed in the total success of a jury over all of its
member measures. Juries of cardinality 2 tend to have a higher total success rate
(mean = 40.2%), compared with larger juries (mean = 36.1% for cardinality 3,
and 32.9% for cardinality 4). As larger juries include more measures, it is more
likely that one member outperforms the jury.

This empirical evidence shows that in 93.2% of the cases, the jury performs
better than the average of the cognitive plausibility of its members, which would
be by definition always lower than the plausibility of the best member: if the jury
were simply returning the mean plausibility, its total success rate would always
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be 0%. By averaging the rankings, the jury reduces the weight of individual bias,
converging towards a shared judgement. Such shared judgement is not necessarily
the best fit in absolute terms, but tends to be more reliable than most individual
judgements.

Given that we are measuring the cognitive plausibility of these similarity
measures by the correlation with human rankings, the relationship between ρ of
sim and the jury success ratio needs to be discussed. Interestingly, the cognitive
plausibility ρsim shows no correlation with the jury partial and total success ra-
tios (Spearman’s ρ ≈ .1). This suggests that even measures with high plausibility
(such as jcn and res) still benefit from being combined with other measures. For
example, the most plausible measure is jcn (ρ = .72), so it would be reasonable
to expect a low success ratio, given that the measure is the most qualified expert
in the panel. This expectation is not met: jcn shows a high partial and total
success ratio (respectively 81.3% and 41.8%). The juries not only outperform in-
dividual measures in most cases, but can also obtain higher cognitive plausibility
than its best member.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have proposed the analogy of the similarity jury, a combination
of semantic similarity measures. The idea of jury was then evaluated in the
context of lexical similarity for OSM geographic concepts, using 8 WordNet-
based semantic similarity measures. Based on empirical results, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

− In the context of the lexical similarity of geographic concepts, a similarity
jury J is generally more cognitively plausible than its individual measures
sim (partial success ratio mean ≈ 72%).

− A jury J is generally less cognitively plausible than the best of its members,
i.e. max(ρsim) > ρJ (total success ratio mean ≈ 35%).

− In a context of limited information in which the optimal measure sim is
not known, it is reasonable to rely on a jury J rather than on an arbitrary
measure. The jury often outperforms even the most plausible measures.

− The similarity jury is consistent with the fact that, as Cooke and Goossens
pointed out, “a group of experts tends to perform better than the average
solitary expert, but the best individual in the group often outperforms the
group as a whole” [5, p. 644].

In this initial study we have investigated the general behaviour of the simi-
larity jury, by combining term-to-term WordNet-based similarity measures sim,
in the context of geographic concepts of OSM. Our findings are consistent with
those in the area of expert judgement combination for risk assessment [4, 5].
This indicates that the analogy of the jury is sound in the context of semantic
similarity measures. However, in order to generalise these results, more work
would be needed.
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We have adopted a simple technique to combine rankings, i.e. a simple mean.
More sophisticated techniques to combine rankings could be explored [22]. Fur-
thermore, the empirical evidence presented in this paper was collected in a spe-
cific context, i.e. the lexical similarity of the geographic concepts defined in OSM.
General-purpose similarity datasets, such as that by Finkelstein et al. [10], could
be used to conduct experiments across other semantic domains.

The importance of semantic similarity measures in information retrieval, nat-
ural language processing, and data mining can hardly be underestimated [25].
A scientific contribution can be given not only by devising new similarity mea-
sures, but also by identifying effective ways to combine existing measures. In this
sense, we believe that the similarity jury represents a promising direction worth
investigating further, given its potential to enhance the cognitive plausibility of
computational measures of semantic similarity.
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